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Directed by Peter Lord and Jeff Newitt; written by Gideon
Defoe, based on his book.
Pirates... is another gem from Aardman Productions,
adapted by Gideon Defoe, from his children's book. It is
effortlessly and unassumingly funny – and terrifically smart.
Some people think you can improve children's minds by
playing them Mozart. I think you could treble the IQ of any
child, or indeed adult, by putting them in front of an
Aardman product like this. Hugh Grant provides the voice for
the Pirate Captain, a rather hopeless cutlass-wielder whose
dearest wish is to win the Pirate of the Year award: Grant's
self-deprecating self-doubt is a return to the glory days of
Four Weddings. When his crew accidentally boards the
Beagle and captures Charles Darwin, our hero is pitched into
an adventure involving Queen Victoria herself. The film is
bursting with fun and packed with gags, often of the
incidental, visual kind. Aardman’s fifth feature-length project
is a richly detailed, mind-bogglingly clever piece of work, but
it feels every bit as hand-moulded and tangibly squidgible as
their earlier, half-hour Wallace and Gromit shorts. It doesn’t
look expensive; nor does it look cheap. It just looks the way
Aardman films should, which is glorious.

Sense is thrown out of the window
because the kind of milieu requires it to do
so. The film nevertheless fits together with
a peculiar sort of logic in its own curious
world, a bit like the Monty Python gang
making a film for children while a bit
drunk.

The daft plot, which is not particularly
easy to summarise, is set in 1837, and
concerns the misadventures that arise
after "the Pirate Captain" - he doesn't
have a name - attacks Charles Darwin's
ship, the Beagle, after misidentifying it
as a Bank of England bullion vessel.
The Darwin of the book is not quite
today's towering figure of natural
history: his main achievement so far is
to have been teaching a chimpanzee
to adopt the manners of a
distinguished English gentleman. They
proceed to London, where the
proportion of chaos in the plot quickly
increases. It involves an angry, swordwielding Queen Victoria, a monkey
who provides his own subtitles and
a not-a-parrot. Victoria’s prowess in
hand-to-hand combat, her cast-iron
petticoats, the Captain’s cut-and-shut
galleon, Darwin’s chimpanzee butler
Mr Bobo and a general preoccupation
with roast ham are all typical of the
film’s giddily mischievous, utterly
English sense of humour, which owes
an equal debt to Douglas Adams and
that Minnesota-born Brit, Terry
Gilliam.

The actual method of animation is just
about the least important part of any
animated movie - what’s funny in CGI will
be equally funny in traditional ink and
paint, bits of crudely cut paper or probably
even on a deftly controlled Etch A Sketch but there is definitely something about
stop-motion that brings out the best in
Aardman. More so than computer
animation, it just so beautifully fits their
completely unmodern sense of humour.
This is not a criticism. Aardman films don’t
generally exist in any particular decade and
if they do, then it’s one in the indefinite
past. Most jokes in an Aardman film would
no doubt have worked equally well 30
years ago, and will probably work equally
well in 30 years to come.

It’s so, so very daft in such a clever
way. Defoe’s way with words is
equally elegant and random, the
perfect match for Peter Lord’s skill
with a visual gag. The screen is
consistently filled with jokes to pick up
on later. It’s got the humour of a
sozzled, posh, elderly relative saying
something enormously erudite and
witty one second and then blathering
bizarrely on about pigs being a type of
fruit the next. It’s all so delightfully
loose for something that requires such
regimented precision to produce. One
of the greatest pleasures is watching
with the knowledge that the ridiculous
aside, which had nothing to do with
the story but will make you chuckle for
weeks, took somebody many days of
moving little models in tiny
increments. It’s almost impossible not
to adore that. If there is a criticism to
be made, it’s that the story moves a
touch too briskly. It sails so swiftly
through the plot that there are times
you’d like it to linger a bit more on
some useless pirating or the excellent
monkey with the flashcards. The crew
are lovable, but aside from the
captain, The One Who’s Martin
Freeman and the world’s most
Pollyanna-ish albino, you don’t get
much time with them. It’s the
downside of creating so many
appealing characters that you feel a bit
short-changed on the ones who mainly
fill out the background.

But then your thoughts turn to those
poor animators who’d probably get
incurable arthritis if pushed to twiddle
their way through another 20 minutes
of footage. There are so many jokes,
verbal and visual ones, that it takes
multiple viewings to drink it all in. But
in all honesty, I would gladly pay to
watch it several times. And filmmaking
does not get much more tax-efficient
than that.
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